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OUR FACING COLOUR

P

RIOR TO Gavin stepping down as
Colonel of the Yorkers in 2007, he
had obtained documentation that indicated
very strongly that the Yorkers were issued
with green coats faced red. The decision to
change the facing colours was a difficult one
considering the logistics involved, and there
was always the possibility that conflicting
evidence may suddenly appear that would
create additional arguments for keeping the
blue facings. With the assistance of volunteer seamstresses in the distaff, a system will
be created to have this done with minimal
disruption to all the members. This work
will be done in stages over a three or four
year period and everyone will be given fair
warning of when your turn for change will
come.
The regiment will bear the cost of purchasing the wool, and any labour involved.
The attached figure will give you an idea
how we might look. The figure is not a
Yorker, but the uniform is the uniform
described in the documentation.
For those of you who are interested in the
documentation that supports the change
from blue facings to red please go to our
website and look under “articles” or “uniform research”.
Colonel James

9 Soldier’s Joy
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12 Links & Letters

PROMOTION IN SECOND
B AT TA L I O N

As some are aware, Mike Putnam is currently in his final year of a Masters of
Divinity degree at Queen's University, and
this summer he will be starting a two-year
long internship in ministry in the United
Church of Canada. Given his future commitments and uncertain availability, he
has decided to step down as serjeant of the
Second Battalion. Mike has agreed to take
on a more minor role as the corporal. David
Smith will be taking on the role of Serjeant
of the Second Battalion. David is known for
his leadership abilities, and he has a track
record for unit growth. David successfully
revitalized Duncan's company in Eastern
Ontario and almost single handedly revived
the Canadian Fencible Regiment leading
up to the War of 1812 bicentennial. We look
forward to Sjt. Smith's leadership in the
Second Battalion.
Colonel James

OYALISTS burning churches? All
lies you say? In the film “The Patriot”
the screenwriter included a church burning
scene, where rebels (patriots) were herded
into a church by loyalists who then set the
church on fire? Mel Gibson quite often
takes criticism for the historical inaccuracies included in the movie, although he
didn’t direct or produce the movie like he
did in Braveheart. The movie was directed
by Roland Emmerich, and the screenplay
was written by Robert Rodat who based his
characters on well-known individuals from
the American Revolution such as Francis
Marion and Banastre Tarleton. Movie

C O M I N G

E V E N T S
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scripts are quite often based on real characters and their adventures, but these actions
can be manipulated to create drama or controversy, which creates much debate among
historians and re-enactors alike. The burning of churches was based on known facts
from the Revolution, so there is some truth,
believe it or not, in the movie’s screen play.
Most of the so called atrocities attributed
to the British and Loyalists were committed mainly in the southern provinces
such as the Carolinas, and were attributed
to Banastre Tarleton, commander of the
British Legion. On closer inspection it
seems that Ban was blamed for the actions
of other officers of the Legion including
the burning of churches. The information
I have gathered for this article is from the
website “Oatmeal for the Foxhounds”,
Christian Huck (British Legion)
The progress of that patrol is shrouded in
(not to mention clouded by) legend. There
are dozens of anecdotes delineating Huck’s
“atrocities” as he passed through the country, but many of them seem to have been
created in the 19th century. Given that his
profession, property and (apparently comfortable) way of life had been stolen from
him by the rebels, it is easy to envision Huck
as a bitter man with no charity to waste on
vigilantes – but I very much suspect that his
company would have needed supersonic
horses to cover the ground needed to perform all the feats of nastiness which have
been attributed to them.
On June 11, Huck’s force apparently
burned either the Fishing Creek Presbyterian
church or the dwelling house of its minister,
Rev. John Simpson, or both. (Accounts differ,
though it seems most probable that “both” is
the correct answer.) Simpson was a notorious rebel, and was off fighting with Thomas
Sumter at the time. This particular incident
also comes with an odd footnote. Due to
the peculiar way it was retold by Edward
McCrady, it almost certainly provided the
inspiration for the infamous church-burning
scene in The Patriot:
The Rev. John Simpson, a Presbyterian
minister of Irish descent, a native of New
Jersey, had, some years before, succeeded the
Rev. William Richardson in charge of the
congregations of Upper and Lower Fishing
Creek. On Sunday morning, June 11, Huck
and his party took their way to the church,
where they expected to find the pastor with
his assembled congregation, determined, as
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was believed at the time, to burn both the
church and the people by way of warning to
other “disturbers of the King’s peace.”
The emphasis is mine, and even the worst
early versions of the story don’t claim that
Huck did more than burn an empty building.
(As noted above, several accounts say that
Huck only burned Simpson’s house, not the
church itself.) There are two contradictory
stories about the burning of the manse, but
in both cases the only victim was Simpson’s
(apparently extensive) book collection.
Richard Winn, a partisan colonel who took
part in the battle of Williamson’s Plantation,
simply comments in his memoir of the event
that, “This same Huck...burnt the meeting
house of Rev’d Mr. Simpson who was at the
head of a large Presbyterian congregation.”
Out of this single event grew generations of
stories about how Huck rampaged around
the countryside burning churches by the
dozen, and also that he possessed some sort
of fanatical dislike of Presbyterians.
JAMES WEMYSS (63

RD

FOOT)

Like Huck, Wemyss is accused of burning
churches by the dozen, but the single incident which is cited with a name or location
is the Presbyterian Church at Indiantown.
He is supposed to have called it a “sedition
shop,” which is quite possible, but he is often
accused of having a particular hatred for
Presbyterians. This seems extremely improbable, since, like most Scots of his day, he was
Presbyterian himself. This tale, along with an
addendum that has the British officer taking
a particular delight in burning Presbyterian
hymn books or bibles, seems to be told
against Wemyss or Huck about equally.
There is certainly evidence that Wemyss was
in Indiantown, although there is no mention
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of church-burning in the above-referenced
intelligence report, but the rest of the story
seems to be anecdotal. To further muddy the
waters, at least one modern writer attributes
the burning of the church to Ban Tarleton,
rather than Wemyss. Our companions in the
Queen’s Rangers will be familiar with the
name James Wemyss, as he commanded the
Rangers for a time during the revolution.
As you can see there is some truth for the
church burning scenes in the movie, but
there is absolutely no truth in the depiction
British and Loyalist troops herding civilians
into a church and setting it on fire. The New
York Post critic Jonathan Foreman wrote the
following article after viewing the movie.
“The most disturbing thing about
The Patriot is not just that German
director Roland Emmerich (director of
Independence Day) and his screenwriter
Robert Rodat (who was criticized for
excluding British, Canadian ( Juno Beach)
and other Allied soldiers from his script
for Saving Private Ryan) depicted British
troops as committing savage atrocities, but
that those atrocities bear such a close resemblance to war crimes carried out by German
troops—particularly the SS in World War
II. It’s hard not to wonder if the filmmakers have some kind of subconscious agenda.
They have made a film that will have the
effect of inoculating audiences against the
unique historical horror of Oradour, and
implicitly rehabilitating the Nazis while
making the British seem as evil as history’s
worst monsters. So it’s no wonder that the
British press sees this film as a kind of blood
libel against the British people.”
The Colonel
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2014

Campaign Season is Taking Shape
T

HE EVENT list for 2014 is
beginning to take shape, although
nothing is cast-in-stone at this early stage.
During the Yorker Executive Meeting on
November 29 the following events were
discussed and tentatively approved.
• Winter Training: Again this year
Drill Nights will take place at the Fort
York Armories on the third Wednesday
of January, February, March and April.
Drill sessions will run from 8:00 to 9:30
p.m. with a beer in the Serjeant’s Mess
to follow. Everyone within reasonable
driving distance should make an effort
to attend as many of these drill nights
as possible. In an effort to provide training opportunities for everyone in the
Yorkers, it was suggested that a Spring
Training Day be held at Fort Wellington
in Prescott in late April or early May.
• Yorker Dinner, March: After a
very successful Yorker Party in Kingston
in 2013, the 2014 gathering will move
back to Toronto. Although the date and
location has yet to be finalized, it is anticipated that we will request the use of the
Serjeant’s Mess at Fort York Armories.
• Black Creek, June 14-15: This annual
event is always one of the most popular
outings of the season, usually drawing the
largest turnout of Yorkers. What would
Father’s Day be without a visit to Black
Creek Pioneer Village.
• Wyoming, pa, July 12-13: This was a
major British Brigade and Continental

Line event several years ago, and is back
on the calendar for 2014. This will be a
very big event, within reasonable driving
distance. It is expected to be one of our
All-Up events for next year.
• Old Sturbridge Village, ma,
August 2-3 or the Battle of
Bennington, vt, August 16-17:
These two events will take place in
August. Although it hasn’t been decided
which will be chosen for the 1st Battalion,
it is expected that at least one will be on
the schedule. Both promise to be excellent events.
• Thornhill Parade, September
20: This activity was offered to the
1812ers last September, but will be back
on the Rev War calendar for 2014. This is
an important fund-raiser for the Yorkers

and needs to be supported in order to
provide that important cash flow to the
regiment.
• Johnson Hall, September 27-28:
Our friends in the Mohawk Valley have
committed to organizing a Fall event
again this year. Johnson Hall is always
a spiritual site for the Yorkers, as it was
the home of our commander, Sir John
Johnson. It is expected that this will
also be designated as an “All-Up” event
for 2014, while the Loyal Refugees &
Followers plan to hold a Polly Johnson
Day on the Saturday.
• Mount Harmon, md, October
25-26: The other big bb & cl event for
2014 will be held in late October at a site
southwest of Philadelphia, pa. Although
this is a reasonably long drive, it will be
at least 3 hours less than the trip to The
Hook. This will be included on the calendar for those who need just one more
good event before they put away their kit
for the campaign season.
This is shaping up to be an excellent reenacting season. More details will be provided
in the coming months.
Sjt Mjr Dave Putnam
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Battle of the Hook
P I C T U RES T ELL T H E S TO RY
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YO R K ER S AT T H E

ROM
W

H ILE our forces were in Virginia teaching the rebels
a lesson in tactics, on Saturday, October 19 a few of our
members were at the Royal Ontario Museum giving the visitors
a lesson in history. As part of International Archeology Day, the
krrny had a display table set up in the main hall with uniforms
and equipment from the 18th century. Many pictures were taken
while we enlightened guests about the Revolutionary War and early
Ontario settlement. Members of the public had a chance to try on
headgear and uniforms, and learn how flintlock muskets work. John
Moore portrayed an officer, Chris Armstrong was in 1st battalion kit
and Michael Anderson wore the 2nd battalion uniform.
Michael Anderson
Duncan’s Coy, KRRNY

WINTER PROJECTS

Spruce Beer


A

S WE HEAD into the long winter months, some may be
concerned about the risk of scurvy. After all, fresh vegetables
from the garden are hard to come by and a good source of vitamin
C is not readily available. If you have a freshly cut Christmas tree (as
opposed to one of those trees that come from a box), you have an
essential ingredient for a scurvy preventing elixir – Spruce Beer.
Evergreen needles, shoots, light-green tips and inner bark have
been used for centuries to brew forest-scented tea, soft drinks and
beer. There’s something special about that fresh evergreen flavor.
The Royal Navy adopted spruce beer as a scurvy treatment after
the 18th century nutritionist, James Lind, published his observations
about the benefits of the beverage. Spruce beer became an important part of a sailor’s daily life. Capt. James Cook’s 1784 Voyage to the
Pacific Ocean described the role of spruce beer in fighting the onset
of scurvy.
“Two of our men were employed in brewing spruce beer; while
others filled the water-casks, collected grass for the cattle and cut
wood… Besides fish, we had other refreshments in abundance.
Scurvy-grass, celery and potable soup were boiled every day with the
wheat and pease; and we had spruce beer for our drink. Such a regimen soon removed all seeds of the scurvy from our people, if any of
them had contracted it. But indeed, on our arrival here, we only had
two invalids in both ships.”
Although the brewing process removes most of the vitamin C
that the sailors thought they were getting, drinking beer of all kinds
was considered a better alternative than water, which tended to be
contaminated.

The following recipe for spruce beer appeared in an early
American cookbook by Amelia Simmons, published in 1796,
entitled American Cookery: Or the Art of Dressing Viands, Fish,
Poultry and Vegetables.
“For brewing Spruce Beer. Take four ounces of hops, let them boil
half an hour, in one gallon of water, strain the hop water, then add
16 gallons of warm water, two gallons of molasses, eight ounces of
essence of spruce, dissolved in one quart of water, put it in a clean
cask, then shake it well together, add half a pint of emptins [baker’s
yeast], then let it stand and work one week, if very warm weather
less time will do, when it is drawn off to bottle, add one spoonful of
molasses to every bottle.”
Or you can go to your local You Brew Store and order a batch of
spruce beer for home consumption. With a little luck, maybe we can
fend off the annual outbreak of scurvy in the Yorker ranks.
DWP
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SERJEANT MAJOR’S RANT

Did the Yorkers “ Polish” their Musket Brass?

A

S A BUNCH of us stood around
in the tent lines at Schoharie, the discussion turned to the subject of musket
cleaning. The comment was made, “Ya,
but the original Yorkers didn’t polish there
muskets”. Although I was serving as a musketman at the time, the serjeant major in me
caused the hackles on the back of my neck
to bristle. I knew immediately that I had a
Serjeant Major’s Rant for the next Courant.
So when I got home, I went to my copy
of “A Soldier-Like Way: The Material
Culture of the British Infantry 1751-1768”
by R. R. Gale, which by the way is an excellent source of information for reenactors
who want to understand the minutia of an
18th century soldier’s life. The author wrote:
“Once the soldiers were issued their muskets, they were taught how to properly clean
and care for them. As part of their equipment, every soldier was issued a turn-screw
(screwdriver) for tightening the musket
screws, a tin bottle for holding oil used to
clean and lubricate the metalwork, an iron
worm for swabbing out the barrel, a piece
of buff leather for polishing the metal and
brass, a wooden stopper for plugging the
muzzle, a stiff hair pan brush, an iron vent
pick, and a cloth wiping rag. Captain James
Stewart of the 42nd Regiment gave the following order in February of 1760:
The men’s arms to be in perfect repair
and to be completed in stoppers, pickers,
brushes and hammer caps…
And in September of the following year:
The arms to be perfectly clean without any grease, the brasses also to be well
scoured and the firelocks to be rubbed again
in the morning with a dry cloth… They
are to carry their oil cloths for weeking
their pans and bayonets.
The musket barrel was cleaned by washing it out with water, and swabbing out the
bore with a piece of rag or tow wrapped
around an iron worm, which threaded
to the end of the ramrod. The metal and
brasswork were always to be kept brightly
polished. To accomplish this, wood ash,
sand, or other abrasives were mixed with oil

R

to create a gritty paste used to remove rust
and polish metal. A final burnishing was
done by rubbing the metal with a piece of
buff leather.”

Captain Bennett Cuthbertson, in his
1776 version of A System for the Compleat
Interior Management and OEconomy of
a Battalion of Infantry weighed in on the
issue when he wrote:
“It should be insisted on, that a Soldier at
all times keep his arms in such a state of perfection, as never to be ashamed to shew them;
by having the inside of the lock well oiled,
the outside of it (even to the smallest screwpin) with the barrel, brasses and bayonet, not
only clean and bright, but highly polished;
the ramrod also must feel the attention of the
Soldier, as the smoother and more polished
it is kept, the easier will it return through the
pipes, in the performance of the firings: the
inside of the barrel, though not expected to
be absolutely polished, should yet be bright,
as must the inside of the socket of the bayonet, else it will be impossible either to fix
or unfix it with the necessary quickness…

Habituating Soldiers to such remarkable
neatness about every part of their appointments, not only gives employment for many
of those idle hours they otherwise must have
(a circumstance in itself alone quite worthy of
consideration) but beyond all doubt, encourages in them a kind of liking for those arms,
which they are taught to take such care of.”
Ah yes, I can just hear the argument –
“These remarks are referring to professional
soldiers, not provincials.”
When you look down the list of krrny
officers, not to mention senior nco’s,
one can’t help but be impressed with
their military experience and credentials.
Surely Major James Gray, who served
as an Ensign in Laudoun’s Regt and as
Lieutenant and Captain in the 42nd Regt,
would have applied commonly accepted
military standards in his oversight of the
Yorkers. When you look through Sir John
Johnson’s orderly book there are numerous references to the requirement of “Non
Commission’d Officers to see that the men
are clean, and arms in good order”. On
April 22, 1777 the King’s Royal Yorkers were
ordered to have their “arms in Duty order;
their Regtl’s Clean; their Regt’l hats well
Cocked & their hair Properly Dressed, So
as to appear Decent Saturday Next at the
Review.” Sounds pretty military-like to me.
Perhaps the orderly book said it best when
it was recorded, “Coll St Ledger thinks
proper to observe to the Kings Royal Regt
of New York, That the Surest Method
of Making the Noble & honorable zeal
they have Lately manifested to their King
and Countrys interest take the Effect they
ardently wish for, as well as to Repossess
themselves of the peace & property which
has been most illegaly wrested from them,
is to give a Constant & unwearied attention to the learning of Military Discipline
which will give them Superiority over the
Confused Rabble they have to deal with.”
So, did the Yorkers polish their musket brass? In my humble opinion, I think
they did.
Sjt Mjr Dave Putnam
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None
BUT THE

Brave
DESERVE
THE

Fair
The following item was recently published
by Gregory J. W. Urwin in his “Redcoat
Images”.

T

H IS BEAU T IF UL sketch by the
ubiquitous Henry William Bunbury
resides at the British Museum. It inspired
an engraving titled “Love and Hope” that
was released on December 1, 1786, and the
curators at the British Museum have given
that title to this work. Redcoat Images
has published many of Bunbury’s broad
lampoons on British military life, but the
delicately rendered detail evident here
reveals what a fine artist he was.
Bunbury created this charming scene
with black chalk touched by red chalk just
three years after the British Army returned
home in defeat from the American War
of Independence. He displays a touching
sympathy for the common Redcoat, which
is reflected by the fact that there is nothing
caricature-like about this artwork.
We see a British infantryman in full
marching order taking advantage of a rest
halt to engage the attentions of a lovely
country lass. The soldier wears a regimental
coat with notably short tails. There are no
wings on the coat, so we must assume that
this Redcoat belongs to a battalion company. He sports a black neck stock topped
by his white shirt collar. His waistcoat is
hidden from the viewer, but he wears a
pair of white breeches, white stockings,

black half gaiters, and black leather shoes.
His hair is unpowdered and appears to be
clubbed. The soldier’s headgear consists of
a plain black cocked hat with two or three
large feathers fixed behind the cockade on
the hat’s left front. A large goatskin knapsack is strapped to the soldier’s back. There
is no sign, however, of the cartridge box
that should be hanging on his right side.
Our Redcoat is armed with a firelock with
a leather sling.
Another sketch of this scene also
attributed to Bunbury is owned by the
Huntington Library in California. It is
given a different title, “None But the Brave
Deserve the Fair,” which comes from a
verse in John Dryden’s famous 1697 poem,
Alexander’s Feast. Jeremiah Clarke helped
to popularize Dryden’s words by setting
them to music. The verse reads as follows:

Twas at the royal feast, for Persia won
By Philip’s warlike son:
Aloft, in awful state,
The godlike hero sate
On his imperial throne.
His valiant peers were placed around;
Their brows with roses and with myrtles
bound:
(So should desert in arms be crowned.)
The lovely Thais, by his side,
Sate like a blooming eastern bride,
In flower of youth and beauty’s pride.
Happy, happy, happy pair!
None but the brave,
None but the brave,
None but the brave deserves the fair.

Gregory J. W. Urwin
Professor of History, Temple University
President, Society for Military History
General Editor, Campaigns and Commanders,
University of Oklahoma Press
Academic Fellow, Foundation for the Defense of
Democracies
Fellow, Company of Military Historians
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Soldier’s Joy

A

S WE APPROACH the end of
another campaign year and begin the
Holiday Season, it is appropriate to wish
each and every one a “Soldier’s Joy”, which
in the words of this 18th century song is
glory, friendship, beauty and drink.
When dread Bellona sounds to arms,
And fills the world with loud alarms,
Pleas’d to the field the soldier hies,
While terror flashes from his eyes;
The foe in glittering ranks appear,
The trumpets sound, the battle’s near;
Then glory does each mind employ,
For glory is the soldier’s joy.
But let the rage of battle cease,
And the shrill trumpet sound for peace;
Then tir’d beneath the spreading shade,
The soldier and his arms are laid;
No foe finds place within his mind,
To all alike he now is kind;
He is a friend where none annoy,
For friendship is a soldier’s joy.
When crown’d with laurels home he comes,
The trumpet mute and mute the drums;
When virgins touch the trembling lyre,
And songs of tenderness aspire;
When Venus lease her blooming train,
And love and beauty grace the plain,
No thoughts of war his mind employ,
For beauty is a soldier’s joy.
When Bacchus crowns the rosy bowl,
And mirth makes happy every soul,
The sportive tale, the song, the jest,
Alternate vibrate in his breast,
He joins with Bacchus, Momus too,
The bowl or bottle to pursue;
What can his happiness destroy,
Since drinking is a soldier’s joy?

❅

Chrimas Eve
230 Years Ago

This article, written by Dr. Elinor Kyte
Senior, appeared in the June, 1986 edition of “The Loyalist Gazette”. It was on
Christmas Eve 1783, 230 years ago this
month, that the KRRNY received news that
the regiment was to be disbanded. This
article describes the difficult conditions
that the troops and their families faced
in Montreal as they prepared to return to
civilian life.

W

HAT WAS Montreal like [230]
years ago on Christmas Eve, the
very night that some 549 officers and men of
the King’s Royal Regiment of New York were
informed that their regiment was disbanded,
they were off the imperial military budget,
the war lost in the revolting states and their
homes and lands permanently confiscated
by the revolutionaries? It was a sober and
sombre moment for these men, their wives
and children, who made up a total of 1,462
people, all squeezed into the newly-built
Montreal barracks that faced Jacques Cartier
Square. The Montreal commandant, BrigGeneral Barry St. Leger, was quite candid
about their condition. He had reported earlier to Governor Frederick Haldimand that
he had “contracted the Royal Yorkers into as
narrow a compass as possible on this side of

misery” in order to make a little room for the
incoming companies of the 53rd Regiment of
British regulars. To make matters worse on
that Christmas Eve in 1783, most of the wives
and children of the Royal Yorkers “were
down with measles or smallpox”.
For the officers, men and their wives and
children, the news of the disbanding of the
Loyalist regiments that had fought out
of Montreal for seven long years had long
been expected; but that did not soften the
blow when it fell. Montreal on Christmas
Eve in 1783 was, in many respects, like the
Montreal of 1985. Its winter was cold, jobs
were scarce, and the ranks of the unemployed were swelling. Not only were the
Royal Yorkers out of work; there were
another 152 refugee Loyalists who had
sought safety in the city, bringing with them
their wives and some 293 children. Other
unexpected elements were turned loose that
Christmas Eve. These were reduced British
and German troops. The British army that
had come to America to help quell the rebels to the south might well have been called
a “German” army, for in some cases the
number of German troops out-numbered
the British. Burgoynes’s army of 1777 had
some 4,000 German-speaking military
mercenaries. General Johann Friedrich von
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Specht, the Montreal commandant, carried
on his correspondence with the Swiss governor, Sir Frederick Haldimand, in French.
And when the German troops marched
out of barracks in July to make room for
the Royal Yorkers, they left behind at least
thirty German soldiers who opted for discharge in Montreal.
This Montreal of 1783 was a walled city of
less than 8,000 souls which had, over the past
seven years, experienced terrific movements
of soldiers, Indians and refugee Loyalist
families in and out of its gates. Its social amenities were few, but somehow in the wartime
atmosphere of sharing and make-do, the
hordes of transients were cared for. There
were four Roman Catholic churches and
church authorities lent the Recollet Chapel
to the Protestants. Here the Swiss Chaplain
to the troops, David Chabrand Delisle, ministered to them. By 1783 he had been joined
by the Anglican Loyalist Chaplain, John
Stuart, and later by the Presbyterian Loyalist
Chaplain, John Bethune. For the sick there
was a single civilian hospital, the Hotel Dieu.
For the military there was a general garrison
hospital run by army surgeon Charles Blake,
but it too was to be reduced. This caused the
Montreal commandant to complain bitterly
that its reduction had “difficulted” him as
there were still five patients to be cared for
and smallpox had spread its usual terror at
Christmas.
Montreal’s first newspaper, the Gazette,
run by the rebel printer, Fleury Mesplet,
had folded when Governor Haldimand
had plunked Mesplet into jail on charges
of treason. Thus Montrealers in 1783 had
to look to the Quebec Gazette for news.
Ominously, on Christmas Day of 1783,
the front page of the Quebec Gazette carried an “Address to the Clergy of Canada”,
imploring them to use their influence over
their flocks to persuade them of the benefits of smallpox inoculation. This took
plenty of persuading, even though Queen
Charlotte and King George iii had set an
example in having the Prince of Wales and
Prince Frederick inoculated by the then
rather crude methods. This was in the days
before Jenner and being inoculated was
an unpleasant business. The doctor used a
lancet to make two small openings into the
skin of both arms and then ran through the
openings a thread that had been exposed
directly to a smallpox sore. The editor of the
Quebec Gazette might thunder that such
inoculations reduced the risk of smallpox
from four in ten to four in a hundred, but
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still the general populace held back and the
barracks were crowded with women and
children sick of the pox.
More pleasant was the announcement by
furrier Lyon Jonas of St. Paul’s Street that
he had a new and complete assortment of
ground squirrel muffs and tippets. For those
who may be unfamiliar with tippets, it was a
lady’s cape that covered the shoulders down
to meet the muff. Jonas also invited ladies to
inspect his ermine cloak linings and offered
“Gentlemen’s Caps and Gloves lined with
furr, very useful for travelling” on winter
days. This news appealed to the affluent.
The not-so-affluent, including those
Loyalists still dependent on the Bounty
of the Crown, were more interested in the
monthly announcements of the Montreal
magistrates concerning the regulated
price of bread. No matter how freely trade
flowed in other commodities, the price of
the staff of life was not allowed to fluctuate
in the open market. At Christmas in 1783
the magistrates had set the price of a four
pound loaf of white bread at 10 ½ pence; the
brown loaf was slightly less. This was a fairly
stiff price for the most essential of foods.
With all these disbanded soldiers
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- American, British and German - roaming the Montreal streets without work, it is
not surprising that social tensions erupted.
Magistrates took steps to curb what they
noted as increasing riots and robberies in
the city. The city’s one small jail was not only
crowded; it was in “a ruinous condition, a
nuisance to the public and dangerous to the
health and lives of persons confined therein,
(having) but three small compartments
in which one put prisoners of both sexes...
whether for debt, breaches of the peace, or
the most flagrant crimes”. Cries were soon
heard for a bigger jail. Like modern-day
administrators, city fathers plunged into a
gigantic lottery to solve the problem. 3,000
tickets at 45 shillings each were to be raffled off for some 4,000 prizes in a scheme
designed to produce 30,000 pounds for a
new jail. A bigger and better jail could solve
the problems of thieves and rioters, once
caught. But city magistrates had the job of
catching them as well as trying to prevent
such disorders and crimes. The Indians in
barracks at Lachine, for instance, complained that their canoes, paddles and other
equipment were being plundered to such an
extent that military authorities decided to
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bring the equipment to the Citadel within
the walls of the city for safe-keeping. But
even within the city, robberies continued.
Magistrates James McGill and Seigneur
de Longueuil sought the help of the military commandant in what must have been
one of the first calls for military aid to the
civil authority in Montreal. A military patrol
of a corporal and six soldiers was ordered to
accompany a number of Montrealers each
night in patrolling the streets. The patrols
were to “take up all soldiers found out of
the barracks after hours and to apprehend
any class of people who were suspected... of
being out on illegal purposes”.
This month-long night patrol put an
end to the outbreaks which the commandant claimed were “solely the work of the
disbanded German troops”, a somewhat
surprising development since there had
never been a single incident of bad behavior among the German troops throughout
their long stay in the province.
That the city’s newer Loyalist inhabitants
experienced some ill-will is indicated by one
of the rare reports of hostility towards them.
Two French magistrates, Colonels Neveu

the yorker courant
Sylvestre and St. George Dupre lodged a
complaint against a man named Duchene.
Duchene had erected a wooden battery in
front of his door on which he had mounted
a swivel and a cannon. Near it he placed a
gallows, presumably to mock the Loyalists.
The magistrates asked the commandant to
send a file of soldiers to Duchene’s house to
dismantle the offensive construction.
Montreal in 1783 was like today’s city
- a community of many peoples: Indians,
Americans, French, Germans, Jews, Irish,
British, Blacks and others. Its people jostled
for place and position, sometimes sharing,
sometimes openly hostile to one another.
Town fathers took to lotteries for revenueraising purposes; the military unwillingly
took to aiding local magistrates in keeping
the peace and trying to stem the crime wave.
Unlike today, Montreal in 1783 did not enjoy
the pleasant custom of the lighted Christmas
tree so familiar to us today. In England,
Queen Charlotte was just introducing this
German custom into court life, but it did not
become generally popular there until the early
nineteenth century. The first Quebec resident
to institute this custom was the commander of
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the German troops, Baron Fr. Von Riedesel.
Indeed, the American Loyalists in Montreal
were more apt to share the Puritan attitude of
the early American colonists who regarded
Christmas feasting and holidays as “smacking
too much of Popery”.
In fact, Christmas Eve in 1783 in
Montreal was very much like any other
night and this explains why the military
commandant found nothing extraordinary about bringing such unpleasant news
to the officers and men of the King’s Royal
Regiment of New York on that particular night, though he softened the blow by
informing them and their families that
though regimental pay was cut off, they
could enjoy free quarters and rations for the
rest of the long winter. Nor indeed did the
men find the timing inappropriate. They
made not a single murmur or demand upon
their officers, but took the news quietly and
calmly. When the river broke in the spring,
most of them, along with the disbanded
British and German soldiers and other
Loyalist families, moved off for the upper
Saint Lawrence where they laid the foundation for the great province of Ontario.

This 1815 street map of Old Montreal shows
many of the sites mentioned in this article:
Montreal Barracks – The barracks where
the Yorkers stayed during the winter of 1783-4
faced onto Jacques Cartier Square at New
Market Street and St Charles Market Street
(running south from point “H”).
Montreal Gazette – Located in a two
story stone house on Capital Street, south of St
Paul Street near the Old Market.
Protestant Church – Located at point “B”,
at the Church of the Recollets on Notre Dame
Street. Not only was the Recollect church designated for Protestant use, but the convent was
converted into barracks.
The Citadel – The place where Indian equipment was stored was located in east Montreal,
south of the body of water marked “Pond”.
Hospital – Hotel Dieu was located on the east
side of St Joseph Street, between Notre Dame
and St Paul Streets. The General Hospital was
located at point “A”.
Jail – Located at point “H”, marked “District
Gaol”.
Lyon Jonas Furrier – Located on St. Paul
Street.
Sir John Johnson’s House – Located east
of point “I” between St. Paul Street and the
Landing Place, marked “Sir John Johnson”.
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— LINKS & LETTERS —
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PA R T O F J O H N WA L D E N M E Y E R S L O YA L I S T L A N D G R A N T
G O E S T O T H E M I L I TA R Y

John Walden Meyers was one of the most successful Secret Service agents operating out of
Canada during the Revolution. Go to the index in my book, “dirty, trifling”, for many references to his activities. The following item appeared in the Loyalist Trials uelac Newsletter
(Issue 2013-40). A very sad story for his descendant.
– Gavin Watt
Frank Meyers is a direct descendant of Capt. John Walden Meyers, a Loyalist war hero
and founder of nearby Belleville, Ont. Frank has farmed a portion of the very same plot
of land King George III awarded to his legendary forefather for his service during the
American Revolution.
The Department of National Defence has decided it needs this property and eleven others
to build a state-of-the-art training ground for the Canadian military’s elite special forces
commandos - Joint Task Force 2. Frank is the last of the twelve property owners to sell, or be
expropriated. The “No Trespassing” signs were to have gone up this past week.
http://www2.macleans.ca/2013/10/01/85-year-old-farmer-loses-land-battle-though-military-grants-him-one-last-harvest/

WA S H I N GT O N ’ S T EN T

Nancy Watt came across this account about the reproduction of George Washington’s tent.

❄

Merry
Christmas
&
Happy
New Year


http://history.org/foundation/press_release/displayPressRelease.cfm?pressReleaseId=2285

MARRIAGES GONE BAD

The following is a link to Don Hagist’s article in The Journal of the American Revolution
(an interesting site in itself ) about some failed marriages during the Revolution. Nothing
specifically related to us... I guess the Yorkers were all happily married.
– Capt Alex Lawrence
http://allthingsliberty.com/2013/11/top-10-marriages-gone-bad/

S O L D I E R ’ S PAY DAY

There are two excellent articles by Doug Cubbison on the Marksmen’s website’s Research
section. While both pieces were prompted by the csm’s pay parades and subsequent gambling epics, the information that they contain relative to our period is just amazing.
– Gavin Watt
“The Coins of the British Private Soldier in the American Revolution”
“Eight Pence a Day: The Pay of the Private British Soldier during the War for American
Independence”
http://www.csmid.com/research.htm

H A M M E R S TA L L S U S E D I N 1 8

TH

CENTURY

This was recently posted on the Yahoo Group’s Revlist Board from the Orderly Book of
Col.o Meridith & #39’s Command of Independent Militia Companies at Hampton (near
Williamsburg).
July 11.th 1776
Parole Hampton
That each Soldier make a Leather cover to the Steel of his gun which is to be kept on
the same – each man Provide himself with an oyl Cloth which he is to keep constantly
by him to Prevent his Arms from taking rust – The Quarter Master is Directed to make
application to thos Persons who may kill any Mutton or Lambs for the Legs, which are to
be Served out to the Different Companies to oyl the inside of their Locks.
While it is a rebel order, it would seem to suggest that hammer stalls (sometimes erroneously called “frizzen covers”) were used during our time period and are not a modern
affectation.
Interesting to see what was used to “oyl” the locks. – Capt. Lawrence
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